
OHara, Timothy

From: OHara, Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2010 6:53 AM
To: Schoppy, Joseph
Subject: RE: Salem Unit 2 AFW - Memory Test From 1994!

Joe,

Thanks for responding. You have passed your memory test!

The evideince we've been getting on Unit 2 has not been real definitive and will take some level of trust on our
part - cannot really verify without inspection proof. This will be a tough decision but this information does
clarify and/or verify some of what we've heard.

BTY, at least you have a picture of your memory banks!

Tim OHara

From: Schoppy, Joseph
Sent: Wednesday, April 21, 2010 6:45 AM
To: OHara, Timothy
Subject: RE: Salem Unit 2 AFW - Memory Test From 1994!

Funny that you mention this as I recalled that issue right away when I heard of the Salem AFW piping
concern (and actually walk down the outer pens to "re-inspect" whenever I'm onsite). Based on a
rough recollection:

(1) Can you describe what condition or symptoms prompted your questioning? During tours of outer pens, I
noticed water leakage running down the wall right beneath the AFW piping as it enters the room, down
in the pit, from below ground (both Units, but I recall that the condition of concern was more prominent
on Unit 2).

(2) Where, and how much water did you observe? Beneath AFW supply piping, outer pen - trickle flow -
not a steady stream. Where did you observe it? See above.

(3) What do you remember about the inspection of the buried piping in 1994? PSEG was quick initially to
ASSUME it was just ground water. We pressed them to "prove it" and pressed them to sample to
determine if water source was AFW or ground water. I don't recall actually getting to see excavated
piping as they may have dug some up and re-buried almost overnight. How many areas were
excavated? No recollection. Could both AFW headers be visually inspected in all excavated areas? No info.

(4) Who were the principal investigators for PSEG at that time? No recollection, although Mr. Art Garcia
may have been involved as he was the AFW system engineer at the time, I think. I ran into Art recently
onsite.

(5) Can you remember your assessment of the AFW piping after excavating? I do not recall observing
buried piping. Were both headers visible? Not to me (or not that I recall seeing).

(6) Do you know if the excavated areas had the pipes (both headers) recoated before re-burying? No
recollection. Do you know what the pipes were re-coated with and how long it was to remain effective? No
info.
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(7) We are told that the AFW pipes were not leaking. That is what we were lead to believe and the
information presented supported. Otherwise, the odds are very good that the inspectors (the SRI in
particular) would not have "let go of" the issue. As mentioned above, I remained skeptical (part of my
training, trust but verify) and still look at the same piping penetration every time I'm on the Salem side
doing inspection (there's other good stuff in those pens, so I'm not just making a trip in there to look at
that piping). If you believe that was the case, do you know what source they attributed the, originally
observed, water too? Ground water, I believe. I think that they may have re-sealed that penetration at
the time to limit ground water intrusion. I haven't observed a repeat of the condition since. Otherwise,
we'd have to go down the same path again.

Not sure that it helps. You sure do ask a lot of good questions.

Keep charging!

e and retrieval system is running on 1950's technology:

Joe's memory banks.
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